
STORE is a new layer-one staking protocol at the intersection of cloud computing and Web3.
Through sound money and industry low inflation rates, STORE can provide leading returns to staked miners and voters.

Name Expected Yield (APR)[3] Real Yield Market Cap ($) Staking Requirements
[2] 10-year Inflation average
[4] Liquid Supply [5] Circulating Supply

STORE [1]

Cloud miner
7.13%

Block miner
3.63%
Voter
7.13%

Cloud miner
5.54%

Block miner
1.56%
Voter
5.54%

$52.68MM
(STORE market cap based
upon today’s Allocated Supply
at $0.099 per $STORE. Total
Supply Cap is $99 Million)

Cloud or Block miner
100,000 minimum $STORE
to compete in mining auctions

Voter
10,000 minimum $STORE to
compete in voter auctions

1.56% 1.56%

Ethereum 5.1%5.4% $383 B 32 ETH0.5% 0.6%

Cardano 5.3%4.4% $40 B 10,000 ADA1.4% 1.7%

Solana 6.4%4.9% $36 B None3.1% 3.3%

Tezos 6.1%5.4% $3.9 B 1 XTZ (Baker Roll: 8000)3.7% 4.3%

Cosmos 14.6%14.6% $8.8 B 1 ATOM4.3% 5.0%

Polkadot

9.7%2.4% $22.3 B 2,000 AVAX7.9% 7.9%

Filecoin 7.4%5.2% $3.9 B
Dependent on relative capacity
contribution (trustless static storage)7.9% 8.8%

Avalanche

14.7%14.7% $21.7 B 350 DOTs11.9% 12.9%

[1] STORE Yields are calculated as an average of ten years (2023-2033). Yields are based on a total authorized supply of 1 billion $STORE.

[2] STORE inflation rates are calculated as an average of its first four years. Inflation is based on a total authorized supply of 1 billion $STORE. Before 4 years expires, STORE will  vote on its security.

[3] Real Yields are the annualized rate of return on staked tokens reduced by the annualized rate of inflation. All  Yields are calculated using a Total Supply Basis (if it’s available).

[4] Liquid supply is the total number of tokens issued by the protocol since inception. 

[5] Circulating supply is the amount of tokens which can easily circulate in open markets.

Data updated as of February 9, 2022. Yield data non-STORE protocols provided by StakingRewards.com and inflation rates provided by Messari.
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